ITUS

Surveillance
At ITUS, we have an International surveillance capability that employs skilled and
experienced operators with many years of expertise.
We have 3 levels of surveillance:
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1. Static – One person in a car/van recording access and people to an address.
2. Travelling – We have teams Who can follow people in cars, on public transport and
continues on flights. Their teams vary from 3 to 7 people on each case.
3. 3. Counter – Our top level team is experienced in surveillance on individuals and
countries that list counter-surveillance teams to protect them.
It can help prove or disprove cases as long
as appropriate investigative practices
following the law and good video
documentation has been carried out. Our
experienced investigators regularly use
video surveillance equipment to gather
evidence. We use advanced covert camera
and video recorder equipment, allowing
good quality images to be obtained for
surveillance operations.

Operations Centre:
Reading, Berkshire.

Contact:
0207 205 2905
info@itus.co.uk
www.itus.co.uk

Find us on:

Linkedin.com/in/itus-ltd

Twitter.com/ITUSinvestigate

Covert Surveillance is legal and detectives use a number of techniques to ensure the
work is professional, discreet and confidential. Once the Surveillance task is complete our
operatives will gather the photographic/video evidence obtained during the Surveillance
operation and produce a professional report which will then be sent to the client.
To seek the reassurance of the truth, you
need to be in full possession of the facts in
order to make an informed decision. This
can apply to both professional and private
lives.
There are a variety of elements that need to
be present for the completion of successful
surveillance work. Most importantly, at ITUS
we have experienced and trained
professionals with the necessary skills to
overcome the various problems that can
arise during a surveillance operation.

